
UNEMPLOYMENT AN ECONOMIC CONDITION

Unemployment carries many costs, both obvious and hidden, for an economy.

Globally,  Unemployment Data. Regular publication of these measures commenced with the February
Employment Situation report. As indicated by Okun's Law , the demand side must grow sufficiently quickly to
absorb not only the growing labour force but also the workers made redundant by increased labour
productivity. Some additional types of unemployment that are occasionally mentioned are seasonal
unemployment, hardcore unemployment, and hidden unemployment. In addition, the quality of youth
employment remains a concern. Seasonal unemployment may be seen as a kind of structural unemployment,
since it is a type of unemployment that is linked to certain kinds of jobs construction work, migratory farm
work. Participation in the global labour force has been steadily declining since the s. He would be excluded
from the U-3 measure but would be included in the U-6 measure. Structural unemployment may also be
encouraged to rise by persistent cyclical unemployment: if an economy suffers from long-lasting low
aggregate demand, it means that many of the unemployed become disheartened, while their skills including
job-searching skills become "rusty" and obsolete. Workers are pitted against one another at the service of
increasing profits for owners. Discouraged workers are those who are not currently looking for work because
of they: Believe no job is available to them in their line of work; Have been unable to find work; Lack of the
necessary schooling, skills or experience; or Face some form of discrimination from employers for example,
being too young or too old. In India, the youth unemployment rate also remains elevated, at an almost constant
value of around 10 per cent over the last 20 years. It was commonly done in a form of early retirement due to
lack of vacant jobs for those who did not reach the retirement age yet, or often a situation where increasing the
number of employees did not increase the production creating fake vacancies on paper for people with whom
they did not know what to do, how to utilise their potential workforce - whilst not admitting to that inability
and paying out the diminutive wages for them to pretend to work and remain silent , thus rendering the overall
productivity close to zero. Studies have shown that prolonged unemployment harms the mental health of
workers and can actually worsen physical health and shorten lifespans. In such cases, wages would have to be
high enough to motivate people to choose employment over what they receive through public welfare. For
example, minimum wage laws raise the cost of some low-skill laborers above market equilibrium, resulting in
increased unemployment as people who wish to work at the going rate cannot as the new and higher enforced
wage is now greater than the value of their labour. It is also worth noting that companies pay a price for high
unemployment as well. Measures of Unemployment The official unemployment rate has often been cited as
being too restrictive and not representative of the true breadth of labor market problems. As a result of the
capitalist mode of production, Marx argued that workers experienced alienation and estrangement through
their economic identity. As of the third quarter of , the Saudi unemployment rate stood at  He finally takes up
a three-month contract that entails only six hours of work a week. Though there have been several definitions
of "voluntary" and " involuntary unemployment " in the economics literature, a simple distinction is often
applied. Last but not least, there are other costs to the individual. This has long-term implications for the
income prospects of affected individuals, and over time, a high rate of NEET also acts as an obstacle to
sustained economic growth. Looking for forecasts? This decline has been largely driven by demographic
developments, particularly lower participation among young people related to an expansion of higher
education, as well as early withdrawal from the labour force of workers over the age of  This results in
substantial, permanent structural unemployment. Worse still, some of the worst effects of unemployment are
both subtle and very long-lasting - consumer and business confidence are key to economic recoveries , and
workers must feel confident in their future to invest in developing the skills - and building the savings - that
the economy needs to grow in the future. Yet, it does not benefit workers; according to Karl Marx, the workers
proletariat work to benefit the bourgeoisie through their production of capital [30]. Alternatively,
technological unemployment might refer to the way in which steady increases in labour productivity mean that
fewer workers are needed to produce the same level of output every year. As with frictional unemployment,
simple demand-side stimulus will not work to easily abolish this type of unemployment. In it implemented the
Long-Term Unemployment project to research solutions implemented by EU member states and produce a
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toolkit [25] to guide government action. At the same time India is the largest, and fastest growing economy in
the region with average annual GDP growth of 7. Therefore, this excludes passive methods of job search such
as attending a training course or scanning the job advertisements in newspapers. Migrants are, however,
largely engaged in seasonal and low-wage activities. Get Details. Note, however, that the unemployment rate
is an inaccurate predictor of inflation in the long term. The official unemployment rate that is widely quoted in
the media is based on the above definition of unemployment. Training programs aimed at fighting structural
unemployment would help here.


